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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
The purpose of this paper is to study the resolvent of the linear \‘olterra 
equation 
x(t) + j,’ a(t - s) x(s) ds = f(t), t E R+ = [0, cn), (1.1) 
i.e., the solution of the equation 
y(t) + 
i 
t a(t - s) Y(S) ds = a(t), tER+ (1.2) 
0 
under the assumption that the kernel a is locally integrable on R+, nonnegative 
and nonincreasing. The reason for studying the resolvent r is the fact that the 
solution of (1.1) can be expressed in the form 
x(t) = f(t) - s,’ r(t - s)f(s) ds, tER+ 
so that 
II XII L’(R+) < (1 + II y  IILqR+,) IlfllL’(R+) if Y  EP(R+) and f e Lp(R+), 
l<p<co. 
If  a E.P(R+) and if we define d(z) by 
c?(z) = fin ecizta(t) dt, Imz<O (l-3) 
0 
then Z(Z) + 1 f  0, Im z .< 0, provided a is nonnegative and nonincreasing, 
and it follows from Banach-algebra arguments (see [9]), that r ELM. But 
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this result does not tell us anything about I[ r IILqR+) , except that it is finite. Our 
first result gives a crude bound on the L1-norm of r in terms of the L1-norm of a. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that 
a E Ll(R-), (1.4) 
a is nonnegative and nonincreasing on (0, co), (1.5) 
r is the resolvent associated with a. (1.6) 
Then, if.4 = I/ a IILqR+) , 
II r II L’(R+) < =1(1 - A)-l, 0 <A < 1 - IO-” 
< 50(2~!)~-+ A, .4 > 1 - 10-a. (1.7) 
Under stronger assumptions on the kernel a, the bound in (1.7) can be 
improved. Thus it is shown in [8] that if (1.5) and (1.6) hold, a E Li,,(R+) 
and log(a) is convex, then I/ Y &I(~+) = (11 a IILqR+j + 1)-l. It is also known that 
if (1.5), (1.6) hold, a E L&JR+) an d a is convex, then I/ Y /ILqR+) < 320 and if 
a(0) = lim,,,, a(t) < co and a(~) = lim,,, a(t) > 0 (but a need not be 
convex), then j[ r l[LqR+, < (2a(O) - a(a)) U(W)-i (see [3, Theorem 4; 4, 
Theorem I]). 
In the proof of Theorem 1 we need the following result which is also of 
independent interest. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that (1.5) and (1.6) hold and that 
a(t) - a(c0) ELl(R+), where a(o3) = F-2 a(t). (1.8) 
Th, ;f A = II a(t) - a(co)llLvR+) , 
sup 1 1 + qq-1 < (1 - A/4)-1, 
LER 
< 1 + -412, 
d < 2 
A >2, (1.9) 
sup j r^(x)l < 1 + (1 - A/4)-‘, 
XSR 
< 2 + &9’2, 
.4 < 2 
A > 2 
(1.10) 
and for A < 2 the following estimates also hold: 
sup I i(A) < (1 + A) (1 -A/4)-’ if a(a) > 0 
XGR 
< A(1 - A/4)-1 if a(c0) = 0. 
(1.11) 
If c(A) denotes the best possible bound in (1.9), then lim infA+= c(3) A-l > r-1. 
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Note that if a(~) > 0, then we define Lo = lim,+ (i(.x + iy), and under 
the assumptions of Theorem 2 this limit exists (= + cc if x = 0). 
Recall that SUP,,~ / I f  a(.~)]-~ is the norm of the linear transformation 
defined by (1.1) that maps CELL t o x tzL2(R+). It is also obvious that 
11 Y &qR+) 2 supXER / F(x)1 . In view of the last statement of Theorem 2 it is 
therefore not surprising that if (1.5) holds and a EL&JR+) but (1.4) does not 
hold, then it does not follow that T ELI(R+) (see [2]). But it is true, however, that 
if a EL&,(RT) satisfies (1.5) and lim,,, a(t) > 0, then Y EL’(R+), see [3, Theo- 
rems 1, 31. 
But even in the case when r $Ll(R+) we can sav the following about the 
asymptotic behavior of r(t) as t + cc. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that (1 S) and (1.6) hold and that 
a E L:,,(R+). (1.12) 
Then 
rELP(T, co) forall T >O, 2 <p < CO (1.13) 
and r E LP(R+) if and only if a E Lf,,(R+), 2 < p < XJ. Moreover, 
and 
f’?‘(t) = 0 (1.14) * 
it5 jof r(s) ds = ((I u(s) ds)-l + 1)-i: (1.15) 
In the case when a(O) < io the assertions (I. I3), with p = co, (1.14) and 
(I .15) have been established in [7]. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
First we must introduce some auxiliary functions. Define 
p(t) = 7+-S(cos(t) - cos(29, t E R, (2.1) 
Pa(t) = ~P(W tE R, 6 >O. (2.4 
It is well known and straightforward calculations show that 
i&(.4 = 1, /.x1 es, j*(s) = 2 - s-1 I .I. ! ) S<iXl<28, 
M.4 = 0, 
(2.3) 
s 1 > 26, 
liPI LL,R+) < 3, .: I p(t)1 dt < (277’, r T>7 and var(p; R) < 4. 
(2.4) 
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P ere ‘I-” denotes the Fourier transform, i.e., in (1.3) the integral is extended 
over (- “r-, ‘x)) and Im .z = 0). 
Next we observe that we may without loss of generality assume that 
n E P(RT), since if this is not the case we can approximate a by nonnegative, 
nonincreasing Cl-functions in L’(R+) and deduce the desired result from a 
simple limiting argument. 
Let .-I = 1: a //Lo . Assume that A > I - lo-? and that the assertion (I .7) 
of Theorem 1 holds for each nonnegative, nonincreasing kernel whose L1-norm 
is :<--f/2. I f  we can show that (1.7) h o Id s under these assumptions, then we can 
use an induction argument to complete the proof since it follows from [ 11, 
Theorem 7b, p. 2051 and (1.2) that if d < 1 then I/ Y IILl < A4(1 - *-l)r. 
There exists a unique number X so that 
-J 
.A 
ta’(t) dt = A,,2. (2.5) ” 
Define 
al(t) = - IA a’(s) ds, t E [O, X], al(t) = 0, t > x, (2.6) 
u,(t) = 4) - q(t), tER+. (2.7) 
It follows from (I 5) and (2.5~(2.7) that 
!I a, !lLqR+) = -4/z a, is nonnegative and nonincreasing on R+, W) 
II a, IILl,R+) = -4,‘z u2 is nonnegative, nonincreasing and 
(2.9) 
u?(t) 5.5 &4/(2X) on Rf. 
Let rl be the resolvent associated with a, and r2 the resolvent associated with 
u,(t) (1 i -4/2)-l. From our hypothesis above we know that 
where 
~1 r1 llL’(R+) < 4W) (2.10) 
iI r2 lILqR+, < k(A(2 + A)), (2.11) 
k(Y) = Y(1 -Y-‘, 0 <y < I - lo-‘, 
k(y) = 50(2~)~-‘:~, 3’ > 1 - IO-‘. 
(2.12) 
Define the numbers E and y  by 
E = (I 6AA)-’ (2 + -4) (&A/(2 + -4)) + 1 )-I, y = 96X-1.12(k(A/2) + 1)‘. 
(2.13) 
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We have 
q-4 = ii(x) I^ (4 + (1 - B&)) i(x) + (1 - A(4) by(x) w, 
From (1.2), (2.3) and (2.7) we obtain 
x E R. (2.14) 
fJ.(x) iy”) = j&Y) 6(x) (1 + d,(x) (I + (il(0))-y-1 (I + i,(O))-1 (1 + g(x))-‘, 
x E R, (2.15) 
where 
~(a-) = (a,(x) - d,(O)) j,,(x) (1 + qo))-l (1 + 4(x) (1 + qo))-y, x E R. 
Using [1 1, Theorem 7a, p. 205, Theorem 7c, p. 206, Lemma 8, p. 2071, (2.2) 
(2.4) (2.6), (2.8), (2.1 I), (2.13) and the fact that (1 + B,(X) (1 + S,(O))-I)-l = 
1 - is(~), we conclude from this equation that 11 g lILl(R) ,< 2--l. Here we used 
the fact that 
1-L 1 f(t - t,) - f(t)1 dt < t, var(f; 4 
Now we see from (2.15) by a similar argument (since 11 g IIL~(R) < 2-l) that there 
exists a function q1 ELM such that 
and 
81(-q = M.4 w, .Y E R 
11 Ql hR, < 12A(2 + J-1 @(A/(2 + A)) + 1). 
(2.16) 
We proceed to consider the second term on the right side in (2.14) and we 
observe that by (1.2) (2.3) and (2.7) 
(1 - BY(X)) i(X) = (( 1 - j&)) &(.r) (1 + &))-’ 
+ (1 - j&)) 6,(x) (1 + 4(.w1) (1 + kw> 
where 
R(x) = B,(x) (I - A&)) (1 + 4(x))-‘, x E R. 
x E R, 
(2.17) 
I f  we use the same results as above from [l I] and (2.2), (2.4), (2.9), (2.10) and 
(2.13) we conclude that 
II h II LX(R) < (h(A,‘2) + 1) (1-L 1 P(t)1 j-- I a&s - 2ty-l) - a,(s)1 ds dt 
+ J;t,,T i P(t)1 1-1 I 4s - 2W1) - 4s)l Jsdt) 
,< @(A/2) + 1) (6AT(Ay)-l + AT-l) < 2-l 
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if we choose T = (h~/6)l/~. I nvoking this fact and [ll, Theorem 7a,b, p. 2051, 
Q% ELI(R) such that 
G,(x) = (1 - j&)) T^(x), x E R and II Q2 IILl < 1 + 8&l/2). (2.18) 
It is easy to see that there exists a function q3EL1(R) such that 
~3(s) = (1 - fJE(X)) j&) i(x), XE R. (2.19) 
If  we can show that 4s E AC(R) and t& E L2(R), then we have the following well- 
known estimate (use Schwarz’ inequality and Plancherel’s theorem) 
.iC 
1 --m I&)I dt G (Ia --lc (1 + t’)-l dt)“’ (1-1 (1 + t2) I qJt)12 dt)1’2 
(2.20) 
< 2-q & IILqR) + II 6; IlLqR))’ 
From (l.lO), (2.3) and (2.19) we have (since l < Y) 
II 42 llrqlz, < (8y/3)lin (2 + -l/2). (2.2 1) 
In order to estimate I[& jlLz(R~ we need the following easy 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume that (1.4) and (1 S) hold. Then d(x) is continuously 
dlzerentiable when x # 0 and 
I S’(x)l 6 2AK’, x f  0. (2.22) 
Proof. It is no restriction to assume that a is continuously differentiable on 
R+ and an integration by parts gives 
f?(x) = i.r-l 
J 
‘m (1 - exp( -i&)) u’(t) dt, s + 0. 
0 
This equation shows that d is continuously differentiable (recall that 
jr t / a’(t)1 dt = -4) and 
&‘(.y) = -i.y-2 
r 
ic (1 - exp( -ixt)) u’(t) dt - r1 iD exp( -it?) U(t) dt. 
‘0 ‘0 
Since I(1 - exp(-kt)) (,vt)-’ I < 1 we get (2.22) and the proof is completed. 
As i’(r) = B’(x) (1 + 6(x))-” it follows from (2.3) (2.19) and Lemma 2.1 that 
4s E AC(R) and a calculation, in which (1.9), (l.lO), (2.3), (2.19) and (2.22) and 
the fact that E < y  are used, shows that 
II 4; IIL.(R) < (2 + A/2) 5i/a(2+1/” + A(2 + A)” (2~)-l/~. (2.23) 
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Next we observe that if we define as(t) = Sa(St), then we may without loss of 
generality replace the function a by a6 for any positive S since r will be replaced 
by Sr(St) and the L1-norms remain unchanged. But if we perform this substitu- 
tion, then the number X (first appearing in (2.5)) will be replaced by A/S. Hence 
we may assume that h is such that the bound for I[ qa IILqR) , which follows from 
(2.13), (2.20), (2.21) and (2.23), is minimized (this bound is of the form clhl/* $- 
c&1/Z). We conclude that 
11 q3 h, < 6.8(.4j(2 + A))‘i4 (k&4/(2 + 24)) + 1)1/4 
x (18-4 + 25-4* + 22~3 + 8A4 + ~5)w @(A/2) + 1)1/3* (2*24) 
If 1 - lo-* < A < 2 we can check numerically, using (2.12)-(2.14), (2.16), 
(2.18), (2.19) and (2.24) that I[ r IILqR+) < k(A). If 2 < A ,( 100 we have the 
following estimate 
II y II LltR+, < 50(2A)5-b/A ((1 + 6A)50-1(2A)-5+4/A + 2-"(A/2)-"/" 
+ 6.8(A/2)1/'(18A-4 + 25A-3 + 22A-2 + 8A-l + l)l/* 
x (1 + k(A/2)-')'/" 50-1/22-5+4/A) 
< 50(2A)5-4/A, 
and when A > 100 we have 
II y II L’cR+j < 50(2J6+ (26(2A)-5+4/A + 2P 
+ 4(18r2-4 + 25A-3 + 22A-2 + 8A-' + 1)1/a 2-5+4/A) 
< 50(2A)5-41A. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Assume that a(t) = J-T &(s) + a( co), t > 0, where b is a nonnegative measure. 
Then we have 
d(x) = x-1 s m sin(xt) &(t) - ix-1 Jsm (1 - cos(xt)) &(t) - iu( co) x-l, x E R. 0 
(3.1) 
Since 8(--x) = C?(X) it is sufficient to consider the case when x > 0. We observe 
that u-l sin(u) 3 -4-l and hence it follows from (3.1) that 
Re( 1 + B(X)) > 1 - 4-l om t &(t), 
I (3.2) 
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and as sr t&(t) = A (= I[ a(t) - a(o~)l]~l(~+) the first inequality in (1.9) 
follows from (3.2). 
Nest we assume that A > 2 and that j Im B(x)1 < (1 + -4/2)-r for some 
x > 0. This implies by (3.1) since I > 0, that 
0 < B dsf = (“d--l (1 - cos(xt)) t d/L(t) < (1 + $2))‘. (3.3) 
It is not difficult to see that ~6 sin2(u) < 3-lu-‘(1 - cos(u)) when u 3 rr and 
hence it follows from Schwarz’ inequality that 
jE(xt)-l 1 sin(xt)l t dp(t) < (S, 3-1(xt)-1(l - cos(xt)) t dp(t))li2 (J’* t dp(t))l”, 
II 
where E = {t ( sin(xt) < 0). This inequality combined with (3.3) shows that 
1 1 + (i(x)] > ((1 - (2/3)‘/” @A/2)““)” + B2)l’?, 
and since A > 2 one deduces that 1 1 + S(x)/ 3 (1 + A/2)-l. To see this one 
can use the fact that B2 - (I + A/2)-2 > -( 1 - (BA/2)“9” and consider the 
cases BA/2 3 (2/3)3 and BAj2 < (2/3)2 separately. This completes the proof of 
(1.9). 
To establish (1.10) we have only to note that by (1.2) f(x) = 1 - (1 + d(x))-l 
and use (1.9). 
Define b(t) = u(t) - a(co). Then 
E(x) = (ix&x) + u(c0)) (ix + u(co))-1 (1 + ix&x) (ix + a(co))-y-1, (3.4) 
and since x Im 6(x) < 0 it follows from the same argument that was used above 
that Re(l + i&(x) (ix + a(~))-~) > 1 - A/4. This fact combined with (3.4) 
shows that (1.11) holds since j 6(r)] < A. 
For the last statement in Theorem 2 we consider the following set of functions 
{unmr}, 0 < E < ?r/2, n = 1,2 ,... that satisfy (1.5), (1.8) and lim,,, a,,,(t) = 1 
(but we could just as well have a,,,(co) = 0). Let 
u,,,(t) = 1 + #(sin(c))-‘, 0 < t 6 (27r - c) n-1 
= 1, t > (277 - c) n-1. 
Clearly 11 u,,,(t) - u,J~)//~~(~+) = (277 - 6) (sin(E))-l and by (3.1) we have 
d,,,(n) = --i(n-l + (sin(c))-l (1 - cos(c))) - 1. 
Hence 
lim sup sup 1 1 + Li,.,(x)l-’ 3 (1 - cos(~))-1 sin(r). 
n-am sdi 
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and since lim s+,, sin2 (e) (277 - G)-’ (1 - cos(~)))l = + the desired conclusion 
follows. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
First we are going to show that r E Lm( T, co) for all T > 0. Define r,(t) = a(t), 
t > 0 and 
r,+,(t) = u(t) - [ u(t - s) Y,(S) ds, t > 0, 71 > 0. (4.1) 
It is easy to see from (1.2) that yn --f Y in L1(O, T) for all T > 0 and hence we 
can choose to so that 
s 
toi2 
I y,(s)1 ds < 2-3, n >o. (4.2) o 
Assume that / rn(t)l < xy=, 4-ju(t/2j), t E (0, to). This is the case when IE == 0. 
From (4.1) and (4.2) we obtain under this assumption 
I y,+,(t)l < a(t) + j-of12 4 - s) I y,(s)l ds + J;;, 4 - 4 I yn(s)l ds 
< a(t) + 2-3u(t/2) + 2-3 fJ &ju(t/2j+l) 
i=O 
n+1 
< c 4-ju(t/2’), t E (0, to). 
j=O 
Since rn --f Y in L1(O, to) this inequality and the fact that a is nonincreasing show 
that 
/ r(t)1 < u(t) + t-l 1” u(s) ds, 
‘0 
t E (0, to). (4.3) 
Next we let q(t) = r(t + to). It follows from (1.2) that this function satisfies 
the equation 
q(t) + lot a(t - s) q(s) ds = u(t + to) - lof” u(t + to - s) Y(S) ds, t > 0. 
(4.4) 
If  we use (1.5) (4.3) and the fact that r ~Lr(0, to) we see that 
u(t + to) - j-I” u(t + to - s) Y(S) ds E BV(R+). 
0 
Combining this fact with (1..5), (1.12), (4.4) and [6, Corollary l] we conclude 
that Q ELM (observe that the possible discontinuity of a(t + to) causes no 
problems since we can approximate that function by continuous functions). 
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Since (4.3) holds it follows from the definition of q that r EL~(T, co) for all 
T > 0. 
Next we are going to show that r EL”(T, co) for all T > 0. Define 
and 
w(t) = I - j-t Y(S) ds, tcR+ (4.5) 
0 
v(t) = a(t) w(t) - lot (w(t - s) - w(t)) d&>, t >o, (4-e) 
where /* is the nonnegative measure such that u(t) = s; dp(s) + U(CQ). Let 
t, E (0, 1) be such that 
I t0 (u(s) - a(to)) ds ,( 2-l. 0 (4.7) 
Let t, > 1 be arbitrary. A calculation shows that 
J 
.t1 
w(t) n(t) dt 
0 
(4-S) 
= 2-I &“d (w(t - s) - w(t))* dp(s) dt + 2-l s:’ (a(tl - t) + u(t)) w(t)* dt. 
From two applications of Schwa& inequality and (4.5) we conclude that 
( I‘” (w(t - s) - w(t)) d&l)* < c s 44s) I” s-l I,‘, 1 r(u)l' du d/i(s), 
'0 
t E (1, t,), 
and hence we get, if we change the order of integration, 
(’ ( jz” (w(t - s) - w(t)) dp(s))* dt 
< Jof” (u(s) - u(to)) ds sd” s-l jlt’s,‘, 1 r(~)i” du dt s dp(s) 
< (jot0 (4 - 4to)) ds)* (J1’_,, I r(~)l’du + j:’ I W2 du) . 
(4.9) 
Again applying Schwarz’ inequality we obtain 
s,” (( (w(t - s) - w(t)) d&s))’ dt < s,“j-; dp(s) J”‘(w(t - s) - w(t))* dp(s) dt 
< u(to) 1 t1 jt (w(t - s) - w(t))* dp(s) dt. (4.10) 
‘0 0 
409/76/1-10 
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It follows from (1.5) that 
.rl” (a(t) m(t))’ dt 5; u( 1) 1” a(t) w(t)* dt. 
From (4.5) and (4.6) we deduce that u”(t) = -a(t) and hence 
.+I 
I z(t) u(t) dt = 2-‘(1 ~ w(t)“) < 2-l. ‘0 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
If  we combine (4.8)-(4.12) and observe that r(t) = u(f) we get 
Since (4.7) holds, Y E Lx( T, a) for all T > 0 and f, was arbitrary; this inequality 
implies that r E L2(T, co) for all T > 0. But then it is clear that (1.13) also holds. 
It is easy to see from (I .2) and (1.12) that I’ E LP(0, 1) if and only if a ELJ’(O, I), 
2<p<co. 
Using (1.5), (1.12) and (1.13) we conclude from (1.2) that r(t) - a(t) is 
uniformly continuous when t > 1 and since r E L*( I, co) and (1.5) holds we 
obtain (1.14). I f  a E Ll(R+) then r E Ll(R+) and (1.15) holds as is seen from the 
fact that r^ (O) = C?(O) (I + i(O))-‘. ilssume that a $ L’(R+) and observe from 
(4.8) and (4.12) that 
.t 
I a(t - s) ZU(S)~ ds < 1, t > 0. ‘0 
Since lim,,, w’(t) = -lim,,, r(t) = 0 we see from this inequality and the fact 
that sr a(s) ds = + io that lim,,, w(t)” = 0 and so (I .15) follows from (4.5) 
and this fact. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
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